





PALM LAKE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
                             BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
   OCTOBER 3, 2022

President Ned Timmer called the meeting to order at 6:03 pm.
Board members present: Ned Timmer, Fred Lenz, Steve Hunter and Mike Ketchum
Board members absent: Ben Ellis
Homeowners present: Steve Maloney, Sal Haider, Greg Hatch, Scott Ziegler, Rose Ann Ketchum and Russ Carlson 
SECRETARY’S REPORT
Mike Ketchum presented for approval the minutes from the May 21 Special PLHOA Membership Meeting.  A motion to approve the minutes was offered and seconded with the minutes approved without objection.
Ketchum noted the suggestion from a homeowner found in the May 21 minutes that Board minutes be more timely distributed.  He indicated he was in favor of doing so but would need board approval. Discussion followed and it was agreed the draft minutes would first be circulated for board approval prior to any distribution to the PLHOA with official board approval still occurring at the next board meeting. 
To conclude his report, Ketchum advised a zoning variance to build 8,600 square foot Montessori School servicing 146 students is being sought for the parcel of land immediately west of the Duke Energy substation.  Ketchum reported a Dec. 1 public hearing is planned before the Orange County Board of Zoning Adjustment and another community meeting is expected to be convened by our County Commissioner.  The board will further review the matter and advise the PLHOA membership appropriately once further details are known.         
Ketchum placed into the official PLHOA record the May 12, 2022 statement from Steve Hunter required under Florida HOA law affirming that he had read the Palm Lake governing documents, would work to uphold their contents and faithfully discharge his fiduciary responsibilities to the PLHOA.  Also placed into the official record was the Secretary’s July 22, 2022 letter reinstating the voting privileges for Lot 6.
ARB REPORT
Steve Hunter provided an update on a number of recent ARB approvals and discussed the status of several current violations.  Discussion followed on what are the appropriate next steps to address the violations at 8740 Crestgate Circle.  It was determined another letter would be sent seeking compliance before legal action is considered.  Hunter next proposed an action plan to establish the priorities for ARB enforcement.  To determine the priorities, a neighborhood survey was suggested in order to develop a consensus.  Once established, individual violation emails will be sent to homeowners regarding specific areas that need addressing.      
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Ned Timmer referenced the importance of the Chattel Shipping Letter distributed to homeowners earlier this year which made clear the board’s intention to enforce our governing documents irrespective of what previous boards might have done.
A review of the current Palm Lake Rules and Regulations was undertaken.  Differing views were expressed on what constitutes selective enforcement of rules.  Some sentiments were expressed that current rules prohibiting boats and RVs might be modified or relaxed.  Following the review, Timmer recommended that Rule 13 relating to Lease-to-Purchase arrangement be rescinded as it is no longer necessary.  No objection to its rescinding was heard.
Hunter went on to point out that sidewalk mold is building up again and sidewalk seams are lifting in certain areas.
OPERATIONS REPORT
Fred Lenz noted some irrigation repairs had been recently been made.  He added that drain socks need to be installed for the months ahead and there is a possibility some new ones might be needed. 
With respect to the asphalt pavement issues recently noted following the hurricane, Lenz reported he had been advised to take no repair action at the current time.    
TREASURER’S REPORT
In the absence of Ben Ellis, Ned Timmer distributed the financials through August 2022.  Final approval of the financials for January to July 2022 were approved.  It was noted that two additional homes sold in the neighborhood that were in the current budget and that there was about a $3,000 potential surplus.  
Greg Hatch and Fred Lenz posed a series of questions to Ned Timmer relating to the recent Lot 6 mediation resolution and specifically the legal payments.  Timmer explained the settlement and indicated the PLHOA was made whole on all legal expenses incurred.  Access to Lot 6 for the needed wall repairs is anticipated to occur once the proper wording on the certificate of insurance documents is received.      
OLD BUSINESS
Discussion next turned to addressing the remaining repairs on the east perimeter wall.  Timmer noted $3,750 remained in the Special Assessment approved in 2021 for the wall repair.  The masons are expected to be on site for an inspection soon.  Differences were evidenced as to whether the brick wall or the stucco base should receive first priority for repair with Timmer maintaining the brick wall was structural in nature and should be the priority. It was also mentioned that the Special Assessment funds are to be used specifically for the tuck pointing and not for stucco.  Fred Lenz would like to obtain an additional quote for someone besides our current vendor.  There was no objection to an additional quote only that the additional quote should be obtained within weeks and not months. 
Note was also made of shrub damage and the need for perimeter wall repair stemming from the recent tree removal at 8741 Crestgate. The vendor is being held responsible with the homeowner ultimately responsible should the vendor refuse responsibility.  Fred Lenz volunteered to speak with the vendor.
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NEW BUSINESS
Timmer noted the 2020 Tax Form 1120H had been improperly filed by a previous Treasurer and our CPA was requesting forgiveness from the IRS to avoid the penalty imposed.
Timmer aired for board discussion a proposal for the PLHOA to engage an Association Management Company.  Noting the difficulty oftentimes in finding board members to serve in a small community like Palm Lake, Timmer felt the use of an Association Management Company would offer a number of positives.  Timmer cited ARB enforcement, vendor selection and the Treasurer function as areas the Management Company would assume.  A PLHOA board would still exist but could conceivably be downsized to three members.  In response to a question if the board could engage a Management Company without PLHOA consent, Timmer said it could legally do so as the Management Company would be considered as a vendor.  Discussion followed with sentiments expressed that the proposal should first be formally presented to the PLHOA so that any questions or concerns could be addressed.  The Board will pursue further discussions to determine the most feasible approach for advancing the proposal.                  
Timmer requested and received ratification without objection on the continued use of the Law Offices of John L. DiMasi as PLHOA legal counsel.  
Timmer reported the homeowner at 8753 Crestgate Circle has requested the board remove a common area tree that appears to be upending the driveway apron and roadside.  It was agreed the advice of an Arborist would first be sought and bids to remove the tree would be issued, if necessary.  Board members noted the adverse effect on the PLHOA budget due to possibility of having to replace this tree and potentially other common area trees in the future.  Fred Lenz was asked to obtain quotes in a timely manner for the tree removal, stump grinding, curb and road removal along with the new curb and patching of the road along with the patching of other areas on Crestgage Circle.  It was noted that that the most seamless coordination of this effort would be needed should it be undertaken.  
To conclude the meeting, it was agreed preparations should be made for an engineering study of the retention pond in 2023 to determine what, if any work may be required.  
The meeting was adjourned at 8:12 pm.
Respectfully submitted, 

Michael L. Ketchum, Secretary


